THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE DRAMA

Medieval period was the period between the middle ages and the dark ages.
When the church was the centre of everything. The pope was the president and was
supreme to every human being. There was limitation of individuals in the medieval
period. The bible was a constitution during this time. Individuals were not allowed
to express themselves. They were not given voice. The plays were dramatized
mainly by the clergy.
Power shifted from Roman and the Pope and bishop were disregarded during
the renaissance period. There was the rise of the middle class. The renaissance
gave individuals voice. It broke down boundaries. People were free to express her
love, talk about issues like sex which were not accepted in the medieval period.
The centre of literature moved from society to the individual.
The renaissance gave birth to industrialization and humanism. Individual
writers arose. After the 6th century by which time the Christian church had become
a dominant force and had condemned all forms of drama, there were no organized
theatres in Rome. Entertainers became wonderers. Trade guilds began to compete
with one another in pres enting the plays. The plays were performed on large fixed
platform. The medieval drama gave birth to renaissance drama.

Just as in the medieval drama, the renaissances drama had its beginnings in
religious festivals. Dramatists retained the moral tone of religious drama while
using popular legendary to stories to imbue their plays with a romantic and
sometimes sensational quality. Also, in the renaissance, performances were
condemned by church authorities and banned from the church. Bands of strolling
players began to act in villages. Theatrical life was centered outside the city itself.
Plays where performed by touring companies all over England. This was
before the establishment of the first permanent theatres. Initially, two types of
location were used for performing plays: the courtyards of inns and the Inns of
Court such as inner temples. These venues continued to be used even after theatres
were established.

